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Abstract: In this paper, we investigate further properties of co-Noetherian BL-algebras. We introduce a 

special case of BL -algebras and give some characterizations for pBL -algebras. Finally, we study co-

Noetherian BL-algebras by prime ideals.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The notion of BL-algebra was initiated by Hάjek ([2]) in order to provide an algebraic proof of  the 

completeness theorem of Basic Logic (BL, in short). Soon after, Cignoli et al.([1]) proved that 

Hάjek's logic really is the logic of continuous t -norms as conjectured by Hάjek. At the same time 

started a systematic study of BL-algebras, and in particular, filters theory (see [3], [4], [7], [10], [11]). 

Using the model of rings, Motamed ([6]) introduced the notion of  Northerian BL-algebras and gave 

some of its equivalent definitions. Since filters and ideals are not dual concepts in BL -algebras, 

Meng ([5]) systematically studied properties of ideals and introduced co-Noetherian BL -algebras 

based on ideals theory in BL-algebras.  

The structure of the paper is as follows: In section 2, we recall some definitions and facts about BL-

algebras that we use in the sequel. In the section 3, we investigate further properties of co-Noetherian 

BL-algebras. This part of paper contains providing the sufficient conditions for a quotient BL -

algebra to be co-Noetherian. We introduce a special kinds of BL-algebras named pBL-algebra , and 

give some characterizations for pBL-algebra. After that, we characterize co-Noetherian BL-algebras 

by prime ideals. 

2. PRELIMINARIES  

Let us recall some definitions and results on BL-algebras.  

Definition 2.1([2]). An algebra )1,0,,*,,;(A  of type )0,0,2,2,2,2(  is called a BL-algebra if it 

satisfies the following conditions: 

(BL1) )1,0,,;(A is a bounded lattice, 

(BL2) )1;*,(A is a commutative monoid, 

(BL3) zyx *  if and only if zyx (residuation), 

(BL4) )(* yxxyx , thus )(*)(* xyyyxx (divisibility), 

(BL5) 1)()( xyyx (prelinearity). 
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Definition 2.2([9]). Let BA,  be two BL-algebras. A map BAh : , defined on A , is called a 

BL-homomorphism if, for all Ayx, , 

)(*)()*( yhxhyxh , )()()( yhxhyxh  and BAh 0)0( . 

If BAh :  is a BL-homomorphism then, for all Ayx, , 

)()()( yhxhyxh , )()()( yhxhyxh , 

)()( xhxh  , BAh 1)1(  and if yx  then )()( yhxh . 

Definition 2.3([2]). Let A  be a BL-algebra. A nonempty subset AI  is called an ideal of A , if 

the following conditions are satisfied: 

)1( I0 , 

)2(  if Iyxx )(,  then Iy . 

A proper ideal P  of A  is called a prime ideal if, for all Ayx, , Pyx  implies Px  or 

Py . 

Through the paper, the set of all ideals of a BL-algebra A  is denoted by )(AI  and all prime 

ideals of A  by )(API . 

Proposition 2.4([5]). Let I  be an ideal of  a BL-algebra A  and Aa , then 

},))((:{}]{( NnIxaAxaI n
. 

An ideal of A  is called a finitely generated ideal, if there exist Aaaa k,...,, 21  such that  

],...,,( 21 kaaaI . 

Obviously, if )(, AIJI are finitely generated ideals, JI  is a finitely generated ideal. 

Proposition 2.5([5]). Let A  be a BL-algebra. Then for any )(,...,, 21 NkAaaa k  

])***((]](](](( ...... 2121 kk aaaaaa . 

Definition 2.6([5]). A BL-algebra A  is said to be co-Noetherian with respect to ideals if every ideal 

of A  is finitely generated; 

We say that A  satisfying the ascending chain condition with respect to ideals if for every 

ascending sequence ...21 II  of  ideals of A , there is Nn  such that kn II  for nk ; 

A  is said to satisfy the maximal condition with respect to ideals if every nonempty set of )(AI  

has a maximal element. 

Theorem 2.7([5]). Let A  be a BL-algebra. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 

)(i A  is co-Noetherian with respect to ideals, 

)(ii A  satisfies the ascending chain condition with respect to ideals, 

)(iii A  satisfies the maximal condition with respect to ideals. 

3. SOME FURTHER PROPERTIES OF CO-NOTHERIAN BL-ALGEBRAS 

In this section, we investigate further properties of co-Noetherian BL-algebras and give some of 
its characterizations. 

Proposition 3.1. Let BAh :  be a BL-homomorphism. Then the following assertions are true: 

)(i . For any (proper, prime) ideal J  of B , the set 
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})(:{)( JahAaJh  

is an (proper, prime) ideal of A . In particular,  

}0)(:{)ker( ahAah  

 is a proper ideal of A , 

)(ii . If M  is a maximal ideal of B , then )(Mh  is a maximal ideal of A , 

)(iii . If h  is surjective, I  is an ideal of A  and Ih)ker( , then  

}:)({)( IxxhIh  

is an ideal of B , 

)(iv . If h  is surjective, M  is a maximal ideal of A  and Ih)ker( , then )(Ih  is a maximal 

ideal of B , 

)(v . h  is injective if and only if }0{)ker(h . 

Proof: )(i . Let J  be an ideal of B . Clearly, )(0 Jh . If )(,)( Jhxyx , then 

 Jyxhyhxh ))(())()(( and Jxh )( . 

Since J is an ideal, we have Jyh )( , i.e., )(Jhy . Therefore )(Jh  is an ideal of A . 

)(ii . First we show that M  is a maximal ideal of A  if and only if Mx , then Mx n)(  for 

some Nn . 

Let M  be a maximal ideal of A  and Mx , then AxM }]{( . Since A1 , by Proposition 2.4 

we get  

Mxxx nnn )1)(())(()(  

for some Nn . 

Conversely, let IM  where I  is a proper ideal of A . Take MIx \ , then Mx n)(  for some 

Nn  by hypothesis. Since 

)1)(())(()( nnn xxx  

          ))1)((( 1nxx  

                                IMxx n ))1)((( 1
, 

then we obtain Ix n )1)(( 1
 by Ix  and I  is an ideal. By repeating the above proceeding 

n  times, we have I1 , thus AI . Therefore M  is a maximal ideal of A . Now let M  be a 

maximal ideal of B , then )(Mh  is a proper ideal of A  by )(i . If )(Mhx , then Mxh )( . 

Since M  is maximal, by the above conclusion we have 

Mxhxh nn )())((  

for some Nn , i.e., )()( Mhx n
 , hence )(Mh  is maximal. 

)(iii . Let h  be surjective and I  an ideal of A . Trivially )(0 Ih . Now let 

)(,)( Ihxyx  , 
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then there exist Iba,  such that  

xbhyxah )(,)()( . 

Since h  is homomorphic, so we have  

xbhyxah )(,)( , 

then  

yyxxbah )(*)*( . 

By h  is surjective, there exist Ac  such that ych )( , hence 

)()*( chbah , 

i.e.,  

1)*( cbah , 

by hypothesis we have  

Ihcba )ker())((  . 

Since I  is an ideal and Iba,  then Ic , hence )(Ihy . This shows that  )(Ih  is an ideal 

of B . 

)(iv . By )(iii  we know that )(Mh  is an ideal of B . Now let JMh )(  where J  is a proper 

ideal of B , then  

)())(( JhMhhM . 

Since J is a proper ideal, by )(i  we have )(Jh  is also proper ideal, thus )(JhM  because M  

is maximal. Since h  is surjective, we get 

JJhhMh ))(()( . 

This completed the proof. 

)(v . It is clear. 

Proposition 3.2. Let BAh :  be a surjective BL-homomorphism. If A  is co-Noetherian, then B  

is co-Noetherian. 

Proof: Let ...21 JJ  be a chain of ideals of B , then by proposition 3.1 )(i  we know 

))(( NiJh i  are ideals of A , hence 

...)()( 21 JhJh  

a chain of ideal of A . Since A  is co-Noetherian, by Theorem 2.3, then there exists Nk  such that 

)()( kn JhJh  for any kn . By h  is surjective, we get 

)())(( NiJJhh ii , 

hence nk JJ  for any kn , B  is co-Noetherian. 

Proposition 3.3. Let A  be a  BL-algebra and I an ideal of A . Then K  is an ideal of 
I

A  if and 

only if  there exists an ideal J  of  A  such that JI  and
I

JK . 
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Proof: . Denote }][:]{[ KxxJ . Since KI ]0[ , then JI  and J0 . Now let 

Jxyx ,)( , 

it follows that 

Kxyx ][,)][]([ . 

By K  being an ideal we have Ky][ , hence Jy , J  is an ideal of A . 

. Let Kxyx ][,)][]([ , then there exist Jba,  such that 

][)][]([])[( ayxyx , ][][ bx .  

Since 

JIayxyxa ))(())(( , 

by Ja  and J  being an ideal of A , we have Jyx )( . Similarly, we can prove Jx , 

hence Jy , Ky][ . Therefore K  is an ideal of 
I

A . 

The above proposition shows that for any ideal of 
I

A , it must be the form of  
I

J  where IJ  

is an ideal of A . 

By Proposition 3.2 and 3.3 the following conclusion holds. 

Corollary 3.4. Let A  be a co-Noetherian BL -algebra and I  an ideal of A . Then 
I

A  is co-

Noetherian. 

Proposition 3.5. Let A  be co-Noetherian and h  a surjective BL-homomorphism on A . Then h  is 

one-to-one homomorphism. 

Proof: Trivially )( Nnhn
 is surjective. Consider 

...)ker()ker( 2hh  

a chain of  ideals of A . Since A  is co-Noetherian, then there exists Nk  such that  

)ker()ker( kn hh  

for any kn . Let  

))(ker()ker( knhha n
. 

By 
nh  being surjective we have abhn )(  for some Ab . Hence  

,0)()(1 ahbhn ),ker( 1nhb  

thus 0)(bha n
, i.e., }0{)ker(h , by proposition 3.1 )(v  we get  h  is one-to-one. 

Definition 3.6. Let A  be a BL-algebra. If  for any )(AII , I  is a principal ideal, i.e., ](aI  

where Aa , then A  is called a principal ideal BL-algebra, simply pBL-algebra. 

Obviously, every pBL-algebra must be co-Noetherian. 

Proposition 3.7. Let A  be co-Noetherian. If  for any ideal I  which is generated with two elements is 

principal, then A  is a pBL-algebra. 

Proof: Let I  be an ideal of A . Since A  is co-Noetherian, then  

],,,( ...21 naaaI  
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for some Aaaa n,,, ...21 . We demonstrate, by induction on n , that I  is principal. If 2n , then 

the claim is true by hypothesis. Now assume it is true for kn  and set  

](],,,( ...21 baaa k . 

Let 1kn , by Proposition 2.5 we have 

])*((]](]((],,,,( 11121 ... kkkk ababaaaa . 

Conversely, since ],,,,(](],( 1211 ... kkk aaaaab , then 

 ],,,,(]](]((])*(( 12111 ... kkkk aaaaabab , 

hence ])*((],,,,( 1121 ... kkk abaaaa , a principal ideal of A . Thus, the claim holds for all 

natural numbers n  and the proof is completed. 

By Proposition 2.5 we have the following conclusion. 

Proposition 3.9. Let A  be a BL-algebra. If for any ideal I of A , which is generated by union of 

finite principal ideals, then A  is a pBL-algebra. 

Corollary 3.10. Let A  be a pBL-algebra and I  an ideal of A . Then 
I

A  is co-Noetherian. 

Proposition 3.11. Let A  be a BL-algebra. If for any nontrivial ideal I of A , 
I

A  is co-Noetherian, 

then A  is co-Noetherian. 

Proof: Let ...21 JJ  be a chain of nontrivial ideals of A , then we have 

...21

I
J

I
J

 

a chain of ideals of 
I

A . Since 
I

A  is co-Noetherian, then there exists Nk  such that 

I
J

I
J kn  

for any kn , hence kn JJ . Therefore, A  is co-Noetherian.  

Theorem 3.12. Let A  be a BL-algebra. Then A  is co-Noetherian if and only if every prime ideal of 

A  is finitely generated. 

Proof: The necessity is obvious, so we just prove the sufficiency. Denote by K  the set of all ideals I  

of A  where I  is not finitely generated. Assume that K  and  

...21 II  

be a chain where KI i  for any Ni . Clearly, iII  is an ideal of A  and KI . By Zorn's 

lemma, K  has a maximal element M . Now we show that M  is prime. Supposed that Mba  

but Mba, , then  

MbMaM }]{(}]{( . 

Since M  is maximal  in K  and 

}]{(}],{( bMaMM , 

hence 

KbMaM }]{(}],{( . 

Thus 

}]{(}],{( bMaM  
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are finitely generated, it follows that M  is finitely generated, a contradiction. Therefore K , the 

conclusion is true. 

Theorem 3.13. Let A  be a BL -algebra satisfying the ascending chain condition with respect to 

finitely generated ideals, then A  is co-Noetherian. 

Proof: Let A  be not co-Noetherian, then there exists an ideal I  not finitely generated. Obviously, 

I}0{ , }0{\1 Ia  such that  Ia ]( 1 . Take ](\ 12 aIa  then Iaa ],( 21 .Continuing this 

procedure, we will get an increasing proper ideals chain  

...],(]( 211 aaa  , 

which  every element  is finitely generated, a contradiction. 

By the prime ideal extended theorem (see [5]) we know that, if JI then J  is prime, where I  

is an prime ideal and J  is proper ideal of A . 

Let A  be a BL-algebra and I  a proper ideal of A . We denote 

}:)({ JIAPIJK , 

then by prime ideal theorem (see [5]) we get K  and by dual Zorn's lemma K  has a minimal 

element, which is called a minimal prime ideal associated with I . Denote the set of  all minimal 

prime ideals associated with I  by )(Im . 

Theorem 3.14. Let A  be a BL-algebra and I  a proper ideal of A . If every element of )(Im  is 

finitely generated, then )(Im  is a finite set. 

Proof:  We denote the set of all finite intersections of )(Im  by )(IF . It is Obvious that )(IF  is 

nonempty. Now supposed that PI  for any )(IFP . Consider the set 

)}(,,:)({ IFPJPJIAIJS . 

We have SI . Take ...21 JJ  a chain of S . Obviously, ii JJ *
 is an ideal of A  and 

*JI . If there exists )(IFP  such that 
*JP . Let  

nPPPP ...21 . 

It is clear P  is finitely generated since each iP  is finitely generated, then 

*
21 ],...,,( JxxxP n  

for some Axxx n,...,, 21 . Since }{ iJ  is a chain, for some Nk , all ki Jx , thus kJP , a 

contradiction. Therefore, SJ *
 and a upper bound of the chain in S . By Zorn's lemma, S  has a 

maximal element M . We show that M  is prime. If not, there is Mba  but Mba, . By 

Corollary 4.9([5]) we have  

MbMaM }]{(}]{( . 

It is obvious that }]{(}],{( bMaMM , and so SbMaM }]{(}],{( . Thus there exist 

)(, 21 IFQQ  such that  

}]{(}],{( 21 bMQaMQ . 

It  follows that MQQ 21 , a contradiction because )(21 IFQQ , hence M  is prime. By 

Proposition 5.19 ([5]) there exists )(ImP  such that MPI , a contradiction with SM , 

that is to say, there exists )(IFP  such that  PI . Let 

)(...21 IFPPPP k . 
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Then for any )(ImP , PIPPP k...21 . By Theorem 2.39 ([5]), there exists ki1  

such that iPP , hence },...,,{)( 21 kPPPIm  a finite set. 

We denote all maximal ideals of a BL-algebra A  by )(AM . Obviously, )()( APIAM . 

Corollary 3.15. Let A  be a co-Noetherian BL-algebra. If  )()( AMAPI , then )(AM  is a finite 

set. 

Proof:  Since A  be co-Noetherian, for any )(APIP , P  is finitely generated, hence every element 

of )(AM  is finitely generated. By hypothesis, we obtain that every element of )(AM is also a 

minimal ideal of A  containing the ideal }0{ , thus })0({)( mAM , by Theorem 3.14 we have 

)(AM  is a finite set. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In the paper, we investigate further properties of co-Noetherian BL-algebras. We also provide the 

sufficient conditions for a quotient BL -algebra to be co-Noetherian. A special BL -algebra is 

introduced and some characterizations for pBL -algebra are given. Finally, we characterize co-

Noetherian BL-algebras by prime ideals. 
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